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The relation between the systematics of superconductivity in the transition metals and the Periodic
Table suggests that the transition temperature is chiefly a short-range or "chemical" property. When a
local representation of phonons and an angular momentum decomposition of electron wave functions are
used, the conventional description of electron-phonon interactions contains chiefly scatterings which change
the angular momentum of the electron. This selection rule makes possible the writing of the electron-phonon
coupling constant ) as the quotient of two parameters, each of which is of a chemical nature. This simplifi-
cation is possible for materials having a high density of d states at the Fermi energy. I'or such materials,
X is little affected by the density of states. The theory is compared with the superconducting transition
temperatures of transition metals and their alloys.

I. INT-RODUCTION

'HE BCS theory of superconductivity' with its
strong coupling extension has unified many

experimental data in terms of a few basic interaction
parameters. In simple (S I') meta-ls, theory has ad-
vanced to the point that estimates of the parameters
entering the BCS Hamiltonian can be obtained from
detailed calculations of energy-band structures, phonon
energies, and the electron-phonon coupling. Calculation
of the BCS parameters has so far been possible only in
materials where the potential due to the ion cores is

effectively weak.
While the general theory of superconductivity is

generally believed to hold also for transition metals,
formidable theoretical barriers prevent the calculation
of 8CS parameters. The behavior of electrons in
transition-Inetal d bands is not completely understood.
The atomic potential is strong. Even a good calculation
of the cohesive energy of transition-metal materials has
not been possible. The theoretical approach to calcu-
lating BCS parameters contains such conceptual and
computational difficulties that it has never been
attempted, though its formulation is being pursued. '
Were such a calculation performed, it would contain as
intermediate steps infinite details of wave functions,
electron-phonon interactions, phonon modes, and
Fermi-surface shape. Such details are not only necessary
for such a calculation, but are also, unfortunately,
sensitive to the suppositions on which such a calculation
would be based.

One of the most striking features of superconductivity
in transition elements and their compounds is that
alchemists have developed feeling for what situations
are and are not favorable from looking at the Periodic
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Table. ' There have been many theoretical and
"theoretical" attempts to understand this order. 4

Apparently, correlations based on a chemical descrip-
tion of the nature of a solid have at least a qualitative
ability to predict the superconducting behavior of such
materials. The implication is strong that there should
be a veiwpoint on superconductivity theory which
reflects the dominance of atoms and their local environ-
ments in determining superconductivity parameters.
The existence of such a viewpoint would not mean that
the details of the hypothetical calculation discussed
above are wrong, but only that they are unnecessary to
understanding the general systematics of supercon-
ductivity parameters in the transition metals. While
such a chemical view cannot be universally correct —in
particular cases, special detail will matter —it can be
hoped to give a correct over-all view of superconduc-
tivity in the transition metals.

In Sec. II, we examine an angular momentum de-
composition of the electron-phonon interaction in
transition metals. Utilizing such a decomposition, one
finds that the superconducting transition temperature
depends chiefiy on two parameters, each of which is of
a chemical (or short-range) nature. (The density of
states at the Fermi energy is not one of the parameters. )
While we are at present unable to calculate either of
these parameters ub initio, the interpolations and
extrapolations possible based on these parameters
provide a quantitative systemization of the behavior
of T, in transition-metal alloys and compounds. A
numerical study of the variation of the parameters over
the Periodic Table and the predictions of transition

' B.T. Matthias, in ProceeChngs of the Tenth international Con
ference on LovfL-Temperature Physics, edited by M. P. Malkov
(Proizvodstrenno-Izdatel'skii Kombinat, VINITI, Moscow,
196/), Vol. IIA, p. 77; Phys. Rev. 97, 74 (1955); Science 144, 378
(1964); J. J. Engelhardt, G. W. Webb, and B.T. Matthias, ibid.
155, 191 (1967).' See, for example, D. Pines, Phys. Rev. 109, 280 (1958);J. W.
Garland, Phys. Rev. Letters 11, 107 (1963); 11, 111 (1963);
B. R. Coles, Rev. Mod. Phys. 36, 139 (1964); K. Bucher, F
Heiniger, J. Muller, and J. I.. Olsen, in Low Temperature Physics;
LT9, edited by J. G. Daunt et al. (Plenum Press, Inc. , New York,
1965), part A, p. 616; I.. Pauling, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S. 60,
59 (1968).
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temperature of alloys is given in Sec. III. A few con-
cluding remarks are given in Sec. IV.

II. THEORY

where coo is the maximum frequency of the phonon
spectrum, and M is the ion mass. The function a'(cv, ) is
an average electron-phonon interaction, the average
being taken over all phonons having frequency co~ and
all pairs of electron-hole states near the Fermi surface
connected by such phonons. The mean phonon fre-

quency (&v') is given by

dkd &Okk (kd)F(ko)
Q CO

dM dkti, (2)

where F(~) is the phonon frequency distribution. If the
change in potential due to moving an ion by an amount
z is written a,s z. V U(r), the average interaction parame-
ter (kk') is given by

A major problem of the calculation of the super-
conducting transition metal is the evaluation of the
mean electron-phonon interaction parameter X. This
parameter can be defined as'

Glo d(u, N (0) (d')
X=2 n'((u )F((u )

o M, M (cu')

phonon frequencies scale with wave vector, this error
can be compensated for by a compensating correction
in F(a&). This approximation also omits any effect of
energy-gap anisotropy on the transition temperature.

There exists a physical model to which the form (1)
is the precise answer to the calculation of X. Consider a
solid having all but one atom fixed, and that one having
a (renormalized) vibrational frequency co. The correc-
tion to the electronic density of states due to this one
ion is

&N(0) = 1/NM~'(a' )N'(0) =X.„„.„N(0), (5)

where N(0) is the density of states of one spin per atom
and Ã is the number of atoms in the crystal. This answer
is elementary if the phonon frequencies are not re-
norrnalized, but continues to hold with renormalization.
The factor of -3 in the definition of (kt') cancels the 3
coming from the three degenerate modes. For a crystal
of Ã movable atoms, the results from each of the
different atoms is additive, a conclusion which follows
from the fact that the mathematical model with E
independently moving atoms is identically a special case
of the theory of Eqs. (1)—(3), in which there is only a
single frequency and no wave-vector approximations
are needed. Finally, the change in the density of states
per ion if there is a distribution of frequencies F(co) can
be obtained by averaging (5) over frequency. The
average involved is

0

F(cv)dco—
cdp

F(cv) dku. (6)

k/Si, d5k (3)

for cubic crystals, where the integrations are carried out
over the Fermi surface, and pi is a Bloch wave function.

In conventional theory the phonon renormalization
of the electronic density of states can be written'

N(0)..., =N(0)b., (1+X),

and the superconducting transition temperature (in the
absence of Coulomb interactions) can also be expressed
in terms of A.. To make either of these calculations,
mathematical approximations have been made which

are generally viewed as unimportant. These approxi-
mations have to do with the neglect of correlation
between wave vectors and frequencies to reduce an
integral equation which should have depended on q
and ~ to a solvable one depending only on ~ by first
averaging on q. It is generally believed that these
approximations are reasonable and adequate. The only
major systematic error is the overemphasis in this
approximation of small-q phonons. Since, for small q,

5%'. L. McMillan, Phys. Rev. 167, 331 (1968).
6 G. M. Kliashberg, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 43, 1005 (1962)

LEnglish transl. : Soviet Phys. —JETP 16, 780 (1963)g.

Since kk(~) contains in its explicit ~ dependence only
the factor 1/~, this averaging is the same as was done
in (2). Thus a model in which each atom is regarded as
independently vibrating and interacting with the elec-
trons is equivalent to the usual superconductivity
model. The omission of the correlation between ~ and g
in the phonon spectrum produces only a minor quantita-
tive effect.

An understanding of the mean-square matrix element
(0') is possible through working in an angular momen-
tum representation. We will first examine the density
of states in this representation and expand every Bloch
function around one particular atom, writing

A=K I'k (eA)gk i(r).
L,m

Let the functions fi, be normalized to unity in the
crystal volume, and let F'& (8,&) be normalized to unity.
Define the density of states of angular momentum l per
atom (evaluated at the Fermi energy) by

Nk(0) =
Ã o

limb, -+0 BF &Plg (BF+6

where r~s is the radius of a signer-Seitz sphere. The
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total density of states in the crystal is

1
N(0) t,4 ———

k

limh ~ 0 Ep &Brr, &Ep +b.

limh -+0 By &Bg &Ez+&

number of cells

Hybridization between the free electron and D bands
will somewhat alter this simple picture. The eff'ect of
hybridization will to some extent be kept small by a
cancellation visible in the following simple model.
Suppose a Oat "D"band is crossed by an S-P band with
a constant interband matrix element V. Then the
Hamiltonian matrix, with the origin of wave vector and
energy taken as the crossing point, is

0 Vq

(v AAI

limb -+0
Ic

Bfr &Ba &Es+&
no coll

The two eigenstates of wave vector k have energies
given by

so the density of states per atom, weighting each state
according to its normalization in the cell of that atom, is E= -'A k& f(-'A k) '+V'j'I',

1
N(0) =

k one cell
~
Pg (

'd'r. (10)
1 t'V/Eq

L1+(V/E)'$'12k 1
limh —+0 BJ &E74 &By +6

If the difference between a Wigner-Seitz cell and an
atomic polyhedron is ignored, we have

cell L,m
~ g~ q(r) )'r'dr, (11)

and the total density of states per atom is then the sum
of its component parts:

N(0) =Q Ni(0). (12)

The total density of states per atom is thus decom-

posable into partial-wave contributions, each being
weighted by its normalization within an atomic volume.

In the simple case of a monovalent metal with no
band structure (free electrons), the basic density of
states decomposes as

N(0) = 0.750/Ep= NB+N p+Na+
=0.36/Er+0. 24/Li'p+0. 13/EF+, (13)

where the S, P, and D terms contribute virtually
everything.

If the band structure of transition metals were

crudely represented by an S-P free-electron band plus
a tight-binding "D" band, because the D-band wave
function on a particular site comes almost entirely
from D atomic orbitals, the tight binding D band will

contribute almost solely to Nz&(E). The high densities
of states of many transition metals are to be charac-
terized as large ND(0) without alteration of Nq and N~
in this model. If one free S-P electron is assigned to
niobium, then the measured N(0) of 0.91 states/eV
atom would be made up of 0.07, 0.04, and 0.80 for the
S, P, and D contributions, with other contributions
negligible.

The total density of states as a function of energy is
now

dE '
t V')

E~)
N(E) =NI,

dk
(16)

From (15), the fraction of free-electron state belonging
to a mixed state of energy E is L1+(V/E)'1 '. When
this is multiplied by N(E) to obtain the new density
of S-P states per unit energy, the net answer is A, the
unhybridized answer. In this simple model, hybridiza-
tion changes the energy bands, the electron mass, and
the total density of states, but not the S-P partial
density of states. In reality the hybridization matrix
element will not be constant, and the D bands will not
be Rat. S-I' band structure effects are also enhanced by
hybridization. It would be desirable to have a reliable
absolute measure of Nr(0) to eliminate the necessity
for supposing N&(0) to be constant. One can only hope
that the "noise" generated by the nonconstancy of
N~(0) will not obscure the attempt at an over-all
understanding.

The perturbation potential VU for a site of cubic
symmetry transforms like x, y, s (F4' in Bethe notation).
Parity considerations then eliminate all contributions
to QI,

~
&U~PI, ) from angular momentum components

belonging to the same l for 0 and O'. The dominant part
of U comes from a shifted, screened atomic potential.
This potential for transition ions is strong near the core.
As the distance from the atom center is increased, the
bare potential decreases, and is partially screened by
the d-wave functions, which, near the center of the cell,
tend to move with the core. The screening is completed
at a distance comparable to the size of the unit cell. The
physics of the nature of VU might be described as a
gradient of a spherical potential whose nature is chivy
determined by the number of "d" electrons on an atom,
with modifications in the outer regions of the potential
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depending somewhat on bonding. When, as within the
transition elements and their alloys, the nature of the
bonding and the volume per atom does not change, VU
could be chieQy a property of the atomic species
involved.

The simplest method of examining the nature of the
average involved in evaluating X in terms of VU is to
sk.etch the calculation of the electronic specifi. c heat.
(With slightly more work, an equivalent identi6cation
can be made via superconductivity. ) The change in free
energy AF of the crystal at temperature T due to the
lowest electron-phonon interaction diagram (in which
one virtual phonon and electron-hole pair are excited) is

A qSE=o
23IAo)

Q2 k k'
jmA ~0 Ez &EI &Es'+~ Ex&Ex&Ex+~

r g2ok

X(e. VU)gioa dr . (21)

The angular and radial form of g are determined by the
energy and the atomic potential. The normalization of
the gl k is A'-dependent and more complicated. Multiply
and divide (21) by

The integrals over angles and sums on the three
polarizations and m and m yield an uninteresting multi-
plicative factor. The '.„'integrals and sums remaining
yield E~J

k, k'

1&~1 VUI~')
I f(E.)L1-f(E')j

(17)
+k +k' ~&phonon

The factor

"Ws

r Ig~oj I
dr

"WS

r Igioi'I

j(E) is the Fermi function. In the low-temperature
limit, AP is a constant plus a T' correction. This T'
term produces a specifi. c-heat contribution linear in
temperature, so X can be evaluated from the coefficient
of this term.

It is necessary to do the sum in (17) only well enough
to identify functional dependences. The T' term arises
only from states k for which IEI, EpI ICT, an—d it is
proportional to

23AV2 kl
)EI, —Ez I„(Ea' —EJ I &I:&

or equivalently

1
(I T)'4

23fcv2 k'
]j~g ~0 Ez &E7 EI +& E &zEr~ &E7~+&

xI(uI.. vUII')I .

Write the double sum on k and k' in an angular
momentum representation about the atom in equation
as

& 2 2 2 1&gi-kI'i-Ie* VUIgi-'«-)I' (2o)
k k' l, m l', m'

This matrix element vanishes unless t=t'&1, because
VU transforms like Pi(cosg) as the gradient of a
spherical potential. Since U has appreciable value only
within the unit cell, the radial integrations can be ended
at the boundary r~& of the Wigner-Seitz cell. For
transition metals, the dominant wave functions in a
unit cell are the D functions. These dominant functions
couple only to I' and F partial waves, of which in most
transition metals (with possible exceptions of lanthanum
and uranium) the angular momentum barrier will make
the F-wave part small compared to the I'-wave part.

"ws
r goo@ (ez'VU)gioa d'r

~ws

~ Igm~l «
"WS

t' Igioi' I
dr (22)

is the absolute square of a matrix element of the deriva-
tive of an atomic potential between two states which
are normalized in an atomic volume. The form of the
normalized wave functions is controlled by the atomic
potential. This matrix element (22) should, like VU, be
a property of the atomic species within the transition
elements and their alloys, and is independent of k for
wave vectors near the Fermi surface. Thus the sum (21)
can be written

dU~' 1
lim-

ds j ~-oa
EI &Ea &Ez+&

1
lim-
a~op

Ez &EJ &Ez+&

"ws

"Ig-o~ I
'«

I

t'd U)'
I
1Vp(0)Ei)(0) . (23)

kds)

The total free energy at temperature T can now be
written

where 8 is a dirnensionless numerical constant involving
neither phonon frequencies, nor band structure, nor the

F(T)—F(0)= —-', ~1V(0)(XT)'

B(ET)'(dU '
N p(0) cVi& (0), (24)

Moi' k ds
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form of VU. The coefFicient. of the 1' t,erm defines P

from the relation
transition metals Lcombining (26) and (28)g as

x= &/a(8') (29)
~(T)—~(0) =- —l N(o) (&T)'(1+~) (25)

For convenience, the factor (38/vr) will be absorbed
into the definition of U.

For a single ion, the expression for the change in free
energy is correct to order (m/3I)'", or n.ore precisely,
to the square root ot a typical phonon frequency
divided by the energy width of characteristic energy-
band structure. The single-ion perturbation expansion
will usually converge rapidly. The Green's-function
theory' of strong electron-phonon interactions for our
model is a theorem to the effect that the changes in free
energy due to the vibrations of different atoms are
additive.

The structure of this result is identical to the struc-
ture of the conventional result. A comparison of (5)
and (25) leads to the immediate identification

1 dU 'Np(0)Ni)(0)

Moo' ds N(0)
(26)

This is identical in form with the usual result. In terms
of the present parameters, the usual (8') is given by

A is the atomic number, and (0'') is an average squared
phonon frequency expressed in temperature units.
(0') should be understandable in short-range chemical
terms once the bonding of the transition metals is
understood. The parameter g is given in terms of more
fundamental parameters by

1 t A q2 dUq2
I
N p(o)

proton ~aoltomonn&
(30)

and should be predominantly a property of an atom
While it is undoubtedly true that the environment
surrounding an atom in a crystal will somewhat effect

p, the major dependence of q will be on the volume of
the atom, which tends to remain constant if the nature
of the binding is unchanged.

The first question to examine is whether g has a
reasonably systematic behavior in the transition metals.
Being interested primarily in high-temperature super-
conductors, we will follow McMillan's treatment' of
the Coulomb pseudopotential, and thus use his
expression

(d
U)

' ll' p I0)N o (0)
(~') =I

E ds N'(0)
(27)

1.04(1+X)
!T =(Q2)il~ exp!

'A —p*(1+0.62K) /
(31)

The importance of (26) or (27) is twofold. First, it is
(dU/ds)', not (d'), which can reasonably be expected to
be a property of a single atom. Second, in the transition
metals E& is much larger than S&. ED is the quantity
which shows the enormous variation with Fermi energy
and atomic number, while Ep should be much more
nearly constant. Using these two facts, we have

(dU 'Np(0)ND(0)

k ds N(0)

/dU '
t ND dUy'

(28)
(ds (NB+Np+Ni) ds)

Therefore, the contribution to X of a particular ion in
(26) is a product of two factors, the first of which in-
volves only a mean phonon stiffness and the second of
which is chieAy a property of a single atom. The density
of states N(0) essentially disappears from the theory in
the case of the transition metals.

If D-F scattering is also important, the theory will
ma, intain the same structure. To the extent that the Ii

density of states is a property of the atom, A. will still
factor into a stiBness factor and an atomic term.

III. NUMEROLOGY

The results of the previous section can be summarized
by writing the electron-phonon coupling parameter for

for the transition temperature. The systematic results
are not particularly sensitive to the Coulomb term p*,
but the approximation limits consideration to transition
metals which are not too magnetic.

For V, Nb, Mo, Ta, and W, McMillan's values of
(0') will be used. These substances also have known
specific heats as a function of temperature7 from which

an average phonon frequency 0" was determined by
using the point at which the specific heat achieves half
its classical value to define a O~ such that a Debye
specific heat had the measured values. This value of Q~ is
approximately 1.25 times (O~)ii2, and this factor 1.25
was used to generate (0'')'~' in the transition elements
not examined by McMillan. The values of X calculated
from (31) (O~')'i' the Debye temperature O~ii, and p are
given in Table I, along with the conventional (8'). The
variation of g in the Periodic Table is indeed simple,
and does not show the erratic behavior of (8'). The
systematics of p and (8') can be compared at a glance
in Table II. That g, not (8'), was relatively simple was
empirically noted by McMillan' for the five body-
centered elements (V, Nb, Mo, Ta, W), for he pointed
out that (8')N(0) was approximately constant for these
five, and g is proportional to (8')N(0). Table II shows

' The specific heats of all the transition metals except niobium
were taken from Landolt-Bornstein, Zahlunnmerte Nnd ENnktjonen
(Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1961), part 4, pp. 476—479. The values
for niobium were taken from J. E. Kunzler (unpublished). When
corrections for the electronic specific heat were appreciable (e.g. ,
in vanadium) only half the phonon enhancement was included.
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TAmE I. Values of the various parameters of relevance to the
transition temperatures of the elements. Values of O~ are from
Ref. 5.

(02)1/2
Element ('K)

Ti 284
V 290
Zr 202
Nb 230
Mo 310
Hf 156
Ta 170
W 250
Re 218

OL)
(K)
425
399
290
277
460
252
258
390
415

0.380
0.591
0.412
0.761
0.418
0.346
0.657
0.291
0.489

&(10-6)
L(K')'3

1.468
2.530
1.533
3.740
3.852
1.503
3.435
3.345
4.327

(et 2)

L(eV/L)']

5.1
3.4
6.5
7.3

24.6
7.9
7.9

40.0
23.3

that the behavior of q in the Periodic Table follows the
same kind of smooth systematics that other physical
parameters follow.

The next question of interest is whether g is approxi-
mately environment-independent in simple alloys. In
most alloys, full specific-heat curves have not been
measured, but instead only low-temperature Debye
temperatures have been determined. For the elements,
the ratio between OD and (8')'t' is known. This ratio
changes relatively little, with the exception of rhenium,
and this ratio is linearly interpolated in alloys to
generate (t)')'t' from the measured Oz& for alloys. The
mass 3I used is the average mass, chosen because the
low-temperature Debye specific heat measures the
average mass density. It has occasionally been necessary
to make systematic small shifts of alloy Debye tem-
peratures when the experimenter found alloy data
smooth and consistent with his own values of the
elemental endpoints, but his endpoint values were not
consistent with present best values. This is a correction
for experimental systematic error. With these supposi-
tions, T, can be calculated for alloys from the data for
elements (Table I), and the measured low-temperature
Debye temperature of these alloys. (An understanding
of bonding in transition metals would yield values of
O~D for alloys and eliminate the necessity of any alloy
measurements for the prediction of T,.) As long as the
fraction of D electrons at the Fermi surface on each
alloy atom is the same, p can be linearly interpolated
between the alloy endpoints. Table III shows a com-
parison between the computed transition temperatures

TABz.E III. Comparison of the calculated and observed transition
temperatures of Ti-Zr alloys.

Alloy Po Tl

100
75
50
25
0

oZr

0
25
50
75

100

OL) T, calculated T, observed
( K) ('K) ('K)

425 (0.40) 0.40
327 2.27 1.18
301 2.04 1.50
295 1 ~ 10 1.20
290 (0.55) 0.55

TABLE IV. Comparison of calculated and observed transition
temperatures for Zr-Nb alloys.

in Ti-Zr alloys and the measured transition tempera-
tures. ' The only alloy measurements which go into this
prediction of T, for the a,lloys are the Debye tempera-
tures. Agreement is far from perfect, but for a theoretical
estimate of the behavior of the transition temperature, it
is not bad. (The experimental measurements and
metallurgy are also not necessarily perfect. ) The end
points of this alloy sequence agree by definition, for
they were used to establish p for the elements.

Some results for Zr-Nb alloys are shown in Table IV.
Agreement here is rather good, ' particularly in view of
the fact that the alloys are bcc, while the evaluation of p
for Zr was for the hexagonal structure of the element.
Zr-Rh alloys are not capable of simple theoretical inter-
pretation, for the Fermi-surface D electrons in an alloy
having such different atoms will not be equally shared
between the atoms. One can, however, plot the apparent
g determined from the measured T, to observe its
dependence on concentration. The numbers relevant to
such a calculation' ''n Zr-Rh are given in Table V, and
the plot of p versus alloy concentration for Zr-Nb and
Zr-Rh is given in Fig. 1. That the Zr-Nb alloys fall on
a straight line connecting Zr and Nb was evident
already from the agreement between the observed and
calculated T,. The striking feature of this graph is the
difference between Nb and Rh. In spite of the fact that
the addition of a little rhodium to zirconium raises
the transition temperature immensely (Table V), as
does the addition of niobium, Fig. 1 clearly suggests
that pure Rh is a poor candidate for superconductivity.
Indeed, Rh is not a superconductor. The absence of
superconductivity in Rh is caused by the large Coulomb

1.47
(5.1)
Zl
1.53

(6.5)
Hf
1.50

(7.9)

V

2.53
(3.4)
Nb
3.74

(7.3)
Ta
3.44

(7 9)

Cr

Mo
3.85

(24.6)
%V

3.35
(40.0)

Tc

Re
4.33

(23 3)

TasLE II.Variation of g (10 ') and (e') arranged according to the
Periodic Table. The values are from Table I. The upper values
are q, the lower values (in parentheses) are for (e').

Alloy Fo. Zr

100
50
25
0

'Fo Nb

0
50
75

100

O~L) T, calculated T, observed
(:K)

' (.K)
'

(-K)

290 (0.55) 0.55
238 9.9 9.3
246 11.6 10.8
277 (9.22)

' K. Bucher, P. Heiniger, J. Muheim, and J. Muller, Rev. Mod.
Phys. 36, 146 (1964). The values of O~o necessary to compute T,
were also taken from this paper.

QKxperimental numbers for this alloy system are from F.
Heiniger, E. Bucher, and J. Muller, Physik Kondensier ten
Materie 5, 243 (1966).

'0 G. Dummer, Z. Physik 186, 249 (1965).
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TABLE V. Transition temperatures and 0& for Zr-Rh alloys.
~ pure eieme

Alloy

T, ('r.)0 ('X)
0.55 3.1 3.8
290 244 226

4.8 5.7 5.9
210 196 192

%Rh 0 3 4 5 6 7

Ol

O

Alloy /o Nb 'Po Mo

100 0
85 15
60 40
40 60
30 70
20 80
10 90
0 100

OD T, calculated T, observed
('K) ('K) ('K)

277 (9.22) 9.22
312 5.9 5.85
371 2.4 0.60
429 0,7 0.05
442 0.6 0.02
461 0.4 0.09
487 0.3 0.03
460 (0.92) 0.92

"J.R. SchrieRer and N. F. Berk, Phys. Rev. Letters 17, 433
(1966); and in Proceedings of the Tenth International Conference
on Low-Temperature Physics, edited by M. P. Malkov
(Proizvodstrenno-Izdatel'skii Kombinat, VINITI, Moscow,
1967), Vol. IIA, p. 150.

"Values of 0+ and T, from B. W. Veal and J. K. Hulm, Ann.
Acad. Sci. Fennicae A210, 108 (1966).

"Values of O~ and T, from E. F. Bucher, F. Heiniger, and J.
Muller, in Proceedings of the Xinth International Conference on
Lozv-Temperature Physics, Columbus, Ohio, edited by J. G. Daunt
et al. (Plenum Press, Inc. , New York, 1965), p. 1095.

interactions. "Since we have not allowed each atom to
have its own Coulomb interaction, the plot of Fig. 1

represents the large Coulomb interactions in Rh as
negative g for that element. This plot, however, sug-
gests the failure of a rigid-band picture, and indicates
that Rh is already showing large Coulomb interactions
when present in small concentrations in bcc Zr alloys.
The fact that Zr is hexagonal and all the other alloys
shown bcc causes no obvious systematic error.

Calculated and measured'2 transition temperatures
for Nb-Mo alloys are shown in Table VI. Agreement is
not ideal, but quite tolerable for the larger T,. Of
particular relevance to the lack of complete agreement
are the facts that (a) very low transition temperatures
are a delicate enough balance between Coulomb and
electron-phonon effects that they are harder to predict
and (b) the density of states in this alloy sequence
plunges to such a low value in the 60—90 jo Mo range
that the justification for regarding XD as large com-
pared to N~ is lacking.

The systematics of the Sd transition-metal alloys"
between hafnium, tantalum, and tungsten shown in
Table VII are in reasonable accord with theory. The
behavior is very similar to that of the analogous 4d
alloys, with a shift of minimum transition temperature
from the interior of the sequence to the terminal mem-
ber tungsten. It would be interesting to see whether the
monotonic trend predicted by theory exists in
experiment.

InsufFicient data exists to analyze the behavior of
the 3d elements. The Debye temperatures are not known

TABLE VI. Comparison of calculated and observed transition
temperatures in the Nb-Mo system.

e

O

0
0

1

P5Zr-Nb:%Nb 50
5 Zr"Rh;%Rh tQ

I

75 &00

FIG. 1. Values of & for Zr-Nb and Zr-Rh alloys. The theory
interpolates the values for Zr-Nb alloys on the straight line drawn
connecting the elements at the end points.

for the Vi-V alloys. Since T, follows'4 the same pattern
as Zr-Nb, the expected similarity in trends in OD be-
tween 3d and 4d elements suggests that Ti-V alloys will
indeed be easily described by present theory. In the
V-Cr alloys, " the parameter p is not known for Cr
because chromium is magnetic rather than super-
conducting. A small systematic calibration error in O~D

also seems likely here, since the very systematic alloy
data behavior of O~& given by one author does not
extrapolate to the "best value" for pure vanadium
given by others. If p for Cr is about the same as p for V,
expected on the basis of the 4d and 5d elements, the
rapid drop in T, as Cr is added to V will be under-
standable in terms of the rapid rise in 0'n, just as in
the 4-d and 5-d sequences.

The behavior of rhenium and its alloys with tungsten
and molybdenum is difficult to evaluate. Rhenium (hcp)
has a rather different lattice vibration spectrum from
that of the other elements discussed so far. Its low-
temperature Debye temperature is about 30%%uq higher
than would be expected from its high-temperature
Debye temperature, as compared to other transition
metals. A major question which this large di6erence
introduces is how the low-temperature 0'& for alloys
(particularly those with crystal structures other than
hcp), should be scaled to obtain (0'). Seeing no resolu-

TABLE VII. Comparison of calculated and observed transition
temperatures in the Hf-Ta-W system.

Alloy

100'Po Hf
30-70 Hf-Ta
100'Fo Ta
84-16 Ta-W
60-40 Ta-W
40-60 Ta-W
20-80 Ta-W
100/o W

O~D T calculated(I) (I)
252 (0.09)
209 4.2
258 (4.48)
265 3 8
291 2.0
317 0.85
354 0.16
390 (0.012)

T, observed
( K)

0.09
6.8
4 48
1.8

Not investigated
below 1.2'K

0.012

"C. H. Cheng, K. P. Gupta, E. C. van Reuth, and P. A. Beck,
Phys. Rev. 127, 2030 (1962).

"Data on T, and OLt are given in Ref. 5, quoting K. Andres
and E. Bucher (private communication).
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FIG. 2. Values of p for W-Re, Mo-Re, and Mo-Tc alloys. These
values were all calculated using (0 ) '-=0.075D (see text) and
should not be directly compared with values quoted in other
tables.

"F.J. Morin and J. P. Maita, Phys. Rev. 129, 115 (1963).
' Values of T, from Ref. 5, E. Bucher (private communication).
' The Debye temperature of 375'K for technicium was supplied

by B.T. Matthias (private communication).

tion to this problem, we have presented g for the
Mo-Re'6 and K-Re"' systems using a universal
factor (0')"'=0.6750~D in Fig. 2. Data on technicium
(whose Debye temperature is only approximately
known") and on" Mop. spTcp. sp are also shown. The
difference between the pure Tc and pure Re points
would be completely explained if Re alone, and not Tc,
has an anomalously high low-temperature Debye tem-
perature. The three points Mo: Moo. „pTco. p. 'Ic lie on
a straight line as expected, though with the sparseness
of data little weight should be attached to this fact. The
values for q in Mo-Re and Tc-Re agree with each other
within experimental error in the bcc phase region
(below 30% Re). Such agreement is easy to understand
if Re carries both its own g and its unique bonding
effect on lattice frequencies into the two hosts. With
the change in crystal structure, this sytem drops back
to the straight-line interpolation between the end
points. Further high-temperature specific-heat measure-
ments will be necessary to determine whether this
system follows or contains exceptions to the proposed
interpolation.

Finally, let us examine the systematics of some d(t-

tungsten compounds of vanadium and niobium. In the
P-tungsten structure of VsSi and NbsSn, both the
volume per transition-metal ion and the nearest-
neighbor transition-metal distance have decreased by
about 15% from the values of the bcc pure metals. A
change of q from the pure metals is therefore to be
expected. While the theory of Sec. II was not designed
for compounds, its application to systems such as V3X
can be justified if it can be argued that almost all of the
Fermi-surface density of states is associated with the V
atom. Such an association might be possible when the
material has a very high electronic density of states,
but the atom X has no D levels near the Fermi energy.

TAm. I'. VIII. Parameters for V3X compounds and calculated
transition temperatures obtained from these parameters.

T. T.
Cotn- Or& (8')"' X calculated observed
pound {'K) ('K) calculated ('K) {'K) E(0)
V3Si 330 343 0.845 17.6 17.1
V3Ge 405 421 0.451 2.1 6.0
V3Ga 310 322 - 0.776 13.5 16.5
V3Au 350 364 0.390 0.7 0.7

2.09
1.06
2.84
1.40

The general character of the lattice vibration spectrum
will also be changed. As long as the distribution of
lattice frequencies was approximately fixed, any
measure of the lattice vibration frequencies was
adequate. With two atoms per unit cell of different
masses and chemical natures, different measures of
lattice frequencies will not scale together, a point which
we must simply ignore at our present state of knowledge.

To make intercomparisons of various P-tungsten
materials, it has been necessary to characterize the
phonon spectrum by the one commonly measured

experimental quantity Oz&. The full specific-heat curves
have been measured" for Xb3Sn and V3Si. For Nb3Sn,
the low-temperature Debye temperature" is 228'K and
the high-temperature O~ (obtained from the measured
specific heat by subtracting an extrapolated electronic
contribution) is 304'K. For VsSi, equivalent numbers
are 330 and 485'K. The ratios of these temperatures
are 0.75 and 0.68, and the difference between these two
ratios is a measure of the error attributable to regarding
the materials as having a common frequency spectrum.
These differences are comparable to those present in
the pure elements, and the full specific-heat curves for
all the compounds would be necessary to resolve the
problem. It will here be assumed that for V3X com-
pounds (e')'~' is 0.7070'=1.040n. Table VIII shows
calculations of the transition temperatures of VSX
materials based on this supposition, p, *=0.13, and an
assumed q for vanadium in V~X of 4.49. This value
of g is 1.77 times the value for q in the pure element.
The last column shows the electronic density of states
at the Fermi level for these materials. ' Note that the
present calculation describes correctly the order and
approximate magnitudes of T„while if the electronic
density-of-states factors were the important considera-
tion, two pairs would be reversed. . If the same factor
1.77 is used to scale the bcc value of g for niobium to
the P-tungsten values, the transition temperatures of
Nb~X compounds can be calculated from their specific
heats. The calculated temperature for Xb3Sn based on
its (0')' ' of 243'K is 21'K. The measured transition
temperature is 18.0'K.

The complexities of the phonon modes and distribu-
tions in materials having several atoms of quite different
masses per unit cell should keep one from literally
"J. E. Kunzler (private communication).
'L. J. Vielun. d and A. W. Wicklund, Phys. Rev. 166, 424

(1968).
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believing the theoretical estimates even if the basic
theory were perfect. (Similar considerations prevent a
useful analysis of systems like Ti-Hf alloys. ) These
results do suggest, hov ever, that the systematics of
superconductivity in the P-tungsten structure appears
favorable to superconductivity, for typical transition
elements exhibit in this structure about a factor of 1.8
increase in q over the values for close-packed or bcc
structures.

IV. CONCLUSION

By using a local representation of phonons and an
angular momentum description of Bloch waves, it has
been possible to characterize the strength of the
electron-phonon interaction in transition ri~etals by
two parameters of a short-range or chemical nature.
One of these parameters, the mean vibrational fre-
quency, is a characteristic of the bonding; the other is
an atomic property expected to be weakly environment-
dependent within a given type of bonding. The theory
described is another in a line of theoretical and empirical
attempts to understand the systematics of super-
conductivity in transition metals. 4 ' Because at present
the calculation of p ab initio is difficult, the theory can
be tested only by examining its agreement with experi-
ment. The most useful additional experimental in-
formation would be determinations of the specific heats
of alloys at intermediate temperatures to provide a
better estimate of the mean vibrational frequency. The
number of additional systems to which the theory
might be hoped to apply directly is circumscribed by
the present necessity of presuming only one vibrational
frequency and an equal partitioning of Fermi-surface
electrons between all transition-metal ions.

In order that the Coulomb interaction not be the
dominant problem in determining T„ it has been
necessary to restrict attention to only half the transition
metals. Use of isotope effect information would extend
the range of the theory to include a variation of the
Coulomb pseudopotential. In this regard, the large
Coulomb interaction of rhodium when present in small
concentrations in zirconium is particularly interesting.

A major difference between the present attempt at
systematization in the transition metals and past
attempts is the use of the angular momentum repre-

sentation to argue that X(0) is not the major parameter
of interest. It is the trends of vibrational frequencies
which are of theoretical interest, a point already em-

pirically noted. The correlation between mean vibra-
tional frequencies and the mean density of states at the
Fermi energy is quite strong, which makes it difficult to
demonstrate definitely the relative irrelevance of X(0).
The transition temperatures of VSX compounds do
exhibit features which are inexplicable as E(0) eRects
and explicable in present theory, but the application of
present theory to these compounds requires a good bit
of faith. The general correlations between super-
conductivity and hardness or melting point ' become
qualitatively understandable if 1V(0) is irrelevant, but
again do not prove this irrelevance. It is perhaps worth
noting that because Coulomb interactions of the type
(D+D~ D+D) take place, a high Nri can increase
Coulomb interactions with no compensating change in

the electron-phonon interaction.
A second possible comparison of theory with experi-

ment is through experimental details of the electron-
phonon interaction. The present structure of theory
indicates that those parts of the Fermi surface which
are characterized by being chief 5-I' in character will

have abnormally short relaxation times. Since such parts
also can be expected to have light masses compared to
the average mass, the frequency dependence of the
electrical conductivity (in the dc to near infrared range)
can provide some check of the theory. The anisotropy
of the superconducting energy gap, in conjunction with
calculated energy bands and wave functions, can
similarly be used to check the importance of I'-D
scattering.
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